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HARTFORD, CONN., SATURDAY, MARCH _13,

I 886.

No. III.

translations this year will again be from Latin.
As there is sufficient time· for the necessary
preparation it is hoped that the occasion will
Published euery three weeks during term-time by be in every way as successful and satisfactory
a one as the oratorical contest just past.

the Students of

TRINITY COLLEGE.

WHAT is the matter with the Glee Club?
It has not been heard from this term at
BOARD OF EDITORS-CLASS OF '87.
all. When organized all said that its prospects were better than they had been for
Managinr Editor, - F. E. HAIGHT.
years.
Is it mismanagement, or a lack of inBusin,ss Editor
- 7. W. SHANNON.
terest that has caused the Glee Club to susA. C. HAMLIN, pend payment? It is necessary that someW. A. BEARDSLEY,
thing be provided to break the monotony of
C. E. DEUEL,
G. W. RODGERS,
the gymnasium exhibition, which the Glee
H. A. PINNEY,
Club might do if they would exert themselves a little.
Terms $2.00 per year.
Single copies, 20 cents.
Subscriptions, Advertisements and Communications
1hould be addressed to

WE have read with interest the article in
the March number of the Popular
Science Monthly on " Biological Teachings in
THE T.R.INITY TABLET,
P. 0. Box 398,
- - - - HARTFORD, CONN. Colleges," by Prof. W. G. Farlow of Harvard.
Trinity may be congratulated upon the
T!,1 TABLETisfwsa/1 r1plarly at t!,e Booll Stons rank which she takes in this department of
•f Brow# 6T- Gross, 79 Asylu111 St.. a"d 7, R. Barlow, science so especially advantageous to those
-23:z Asylum St., and at 31 7. H., T,inity Coll1r1.
intending to study medicine; but we are again
forcibly reminded of the very urgent need
F the $250 which the trustees have ap- which we arc in of additional laboratories for
propriated for fitting up the gymnasium this and other departments. To this need
-only about $90 have aa yet been expended. will our trustees finally awaken ?
We are unable to see why the rest of this
money cannot be used for our advantage in- SINCE the gymnasium exhibitio~ is so
stead of lying idle, as we presume it is doing.
near at hand, we would like to urge the stu dents to make it, in every way, as successful
HE communication from "LEquitas" as last year. Let every one, who can do anymeets with the hearty approval of the thing whatever in the gymnasium, take part,
TABLET. The only excuse for closing the and not stay out because you are not so good
sections is that the students p~ssing through as some other one in that special thing. Even
the kitchen disturbs the steward. We have if you cannot win the event, by increasing
it directly from that gentleman that he does the number of contestants you will increase
the interest. We would also offer as a sugnot object to having the doors open.
gestion, that those who are willing a11d able,
offer suitable prizes for the different events.
HE appointments have been made for the This would not only be a greater inducement
" Prize Version Declamations," which for entries, but would add more zeal to the
will take place on the twentieth of May. The contest.
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very satisfactory to note the rapid
growth of the fund to augment that appropriated by the trustees for the prospective
~mnasium. The sum now raised is due,
principally, to the generosity of the Alumni
and friends of the college, and it is now time
for the undergraduates to come forward liberally, as an indication of their interest in the
matter. The TABLET would suggest that a
subscription paper be circulated among the
students, and would urge that every one give
liberally, according as he is able, no matter
how small the sum. Owing to the munificent
gift of Mr. Coleman, '77, we have an endowment fund of $ I 0,000, which is nearly sufficent for the running expenses. The TABLET,
in behalf of the students, wic;hes to express
their gratitude to Mr. Coleman for his genero,sity.
AS an account of the oratoricals appears
in this number, it might be fitting to
speak of a matter that has been uppermost
in our minds for some time, and that in regard to the source of the prizes. As it is at
present, the procuring of the money for the
prizes is entirely at the caprice of the students.
Therefore the holding of the annual contest
is not a certain thing. Now no one can say
that an institution of such a nature should be
left to the " changing fortunes " of the students. Then what shall we do? Well, we
can only hope that some philanthropic individual will make an endowment for its support, nay, we would even suggest that some
friend of the college do make such an endowment. ~oney could be given to nothing
else·where it would be more highly appreciated, and do away with a long felt want. We
are aware that there are many other departments calling for money, but yet we do not
want this one entirely overlooked, and ther.cfore we place it in the category of pressing
needs, from which the benefactor can make
his choice. To our minds it is very important that these oratorical contests should be,
as it were, fixed, for no one will question their
importance. We live in hopes, and pray for
their fulfillment.
THE college may congratulate itself upen
the successful way in which the Oratorical Contest passed off this year. Credit also
must be given to '86 for the manner in which
they cond~cted things.

TABLET.

For the first time since the prize has been
awarded, the gold medal was carried off by a
Sophomore and aH seemed satisfied at the
justness of the awards. The TABLET wishes.
to thank the gentlemen who so kindly acted
as judges of the contest.
The failures of the last two years have
taught us a good lesson and brought the contest back to its old excellence. Having the
speaking before Lent so there can be dancing
afterwards makes the evening much more enjoyable, and we hope that some arrangements
will be made so the ·speaking may be held
before Lent next year.
The manner in which some people laughed
and talked throughout the speaking showed
very poor taste, to say nothing of want of
manners. Those who wish to talk and come
for dancing alone would do well to defer their
arrival until the speaking is over. Nothing
can be more discouraging to a speaker than
to see people conversing among themselves.
instead of giving him the strict attention he
deserves. It is to be hoped this will not happen next year.
AT last Lent has come, and as we take a
retrospective glance over the past winter,
at its gayeties and social events, its constant
stream of delightful indulgences, so fascinating
yet so wearisome, we give vent to a sigh of relief for those who participate to the fullest extent in the pleasures of society.
This.
blessed season brings rest to the worn out
body, calms the weary brain, allows " life to
be rounded with a sleep," and leaves us the
wiser for our bitter experience, which is forgotten ere another season comes around.
One often asks himself, What is man anyway ?'
What is he not capable of enduring? and
usually concludes by saying that he is only a
machine, and like all machines, in time, wears.
out. And is it not so ? He indulges inordinately in the blind maze of society, and a fascinating smile, a charming souvenir, a broken
heart are the only trophies that he can show,
other than the tell tale marks of perpetual
dissipation. And after all, what does one or
two hearts broken amount to. It is a natura~
consequence, a matter of fact, yet victory only
comes in one case to be superseded by crushing defeat in another. The sequel of all this
is a departure from the happy scenes of college life, fond associations and dear friend-
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ships left behind, and the bitter realities of life
loom up with their Titanic forms outlined on
the back ground of the uncertain future. But
what has all this to do with Lent, you may
say. Only this, that during its season, while
society stops in its headlong course an opportunity is given to review the past and contemplate the future, and such thoughts natur.ally spring up, showing us that the pleasures
and charms of society life are but ephemeral.
Lent is the haven which the weary, jaded
lover of pleasure seeks, after being tossed on
the billows of caprice, and stranded on the
-shoals by the adverse tides of society.
EDITORIALS have been written by overworked editors exhorting students to
write for the TABLET, but all to no purpose.
Now we intend to try another plan, new for
the TABLET, but one that has been adopted
by most of the leading college papers. The
TABLET offers three prizes, as follows :
Fifteen dollars ($15) for the best prose
.article, essay, story, etc. Ten dollars ($10)
for the second best; and ten dollars ($10) for
the best poetical contribution. The conditions
are, that all contributions be handed in before October 1st; and to compete for a prize,
prose articles must be three columns long.
The committee to award the prizes shall con-sist of the Professor of English and some
.gentleman of Hartford, not connected with
the college, to be chosen by the TABLET
board. All articles shall be accompanied by
the writer's name, in a scaled envelope, and
his "nom de plume." The articles competing
shall be handed to the committee who shall
make the awards. The last number of the
present volume of the TABLET will contain
the announcement of winners. Articles to
compete must be printed in some number of
the TABLET, so that all contributions handed
in soon will have a better chance than those
,delayed until the last moment. As the greater
part of the prizes is given by gentlemen not
on the TABLET board, all articles written by
,editors, under the above requirements, may
compete. In all cases the names of the writers to be unknown to the committee of
award. These prizes are given to revive an
interest in our college paper. The TABLET
is not a class organ, but belongs to every
one, and as such, all should support it. That
the TABLET can be improved, all know, but
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how much rests with the students? If an
article is not published when first handed in,
it is no sign that it has been rejected. It may
be delayed on account of its great merit for
the last number, or from want of room when
first received.
FLIRTATION .
A side-long glance, a charming smile,
Heart in agitation.
A pathetic, bewitching look,
Surely, that's 8irtation.

:

But stop ! a thrill of joy I feel
Beyond explanation ;
Fair Gods and Goddesses divinet
No ! that's not flirtation.
'Tis Cupid to some on wings of love,
His burning darts to throw,
Oh joy I what ecstacy it is !
Sweet, gentle love to know.

B.
A VACATION INCIDENT NO.

2.

"I feel pretty strong to-night," said Chum.
"Perhaps I can stand the story about catching
a bear, which you threatened me with the
other night."
"Well," said I, "there wasn't much of it,
but it brought on the acquaintance of two as
good fellows as you ever met. They were
members of the Appalachian Club, and were
camping on the other side of the mountain,
about ten miles from the old farm-house we
had rented. They ranged about geologizing,
and were objects of great wonderment to the
natives. One of them was a Yale man, and
the other a Harvard man, but they lived
together for all that. I must first tell you
how we made their acquaintance. You remember old Malacbi, our guide and hunter
friend. Yes? Well, under his direction we
constructed a bear trap, on the pitfall principle. There are certain places on the mountains where you can dig into the soil, which
is a sort of clay almost like rock. Well, in
one of these we dug a cellar about' eight feet
square and ten feet deep. Terribly hard work
it was, too, but we did it, and roofed it over
with logs, leaving a place open in the center
about three feet square. This we covered
with light poles, then threw leaves over the
whole, and then suspended an ear of corn, dip-
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ped in molasses, from an overhanging branch
of a tree right over the center. The smell of
molasses will attract a bear for a mile.
When he comes near enough to see the corn,
he walks right up to it, and when he stands
on his hind legs trying to reach it, the cover
gives way, and down he goes into the abyss
beneath. Next morning the hunter approaches and shoots the unprotected animal."
"Why does not the bear dig out of the
hole?"
" That is one of those thi"ngs no one can
explain. Perhaps the hybernating instinct is
developed by finding himself in what seems
to be a cave, so that he goes, like ' the skylark,' 'slap-dash to sleep.' Perhaps he tries
to climb out, and is prevented by the overhanging roof, and so sits down to think, and
wait till he grows thinner and lighter. Who
can fathom the thoughts of a bear? At all
events he stays there, and this is the only
way to capture bears practiced in that country. Clumsy as they are, they are a great
deal faster than dogs and very much stronger,
and such dogs as they have in that country
refuse to follow them. You ought to have
seen Billy and me at work digging the pit !
After we had it all done we felt very proud,
I assure you, and it all looked so complete and
inviting, that we felt sure we should have a
bear next morning. For four days we were
up bright and early and tramped over to the
place, but found nothing disturbed. But
'hope springs eternal in the human heart,' and
so we came over on the fifth morning, not
quite so early I'll allow. As we drew near
the place, Billy exclaimed in a smothered
voice-'smothered voice,' that is the correct
expression, I believe-but he really yelled to
me. 'There is something in there.' I hurried up, and you may imagine our excitement
when we saw there was a hole broken in the
cover. We crept up cautiously on our hands
and knees, and just as I put my hand on the
cover, a voice called out from underground,
'Ah I who is it?' so unexpectedly, that I
answered, 'Robinson of Trinity.' The voice
replied:
'Awfully glad to know you. You must
allow me to present myself. This is Brown
of Harvard. Will you kindly help me out of
this place ? '
'Ah, certainly, with pleasure,' said I, determined not to be outdone in politeness by
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a Harvard man ; that would never do, you
know~ 'But how shall I manage ? '
'If you could find a log, or something of
that sort, and push it down the hole perhaps
I could climb up it. Awfully sorry to
trouble you, I'm sure.'
'Ah! not the least trouble, I assure you.
Glad to be of the slightest service; but, unfortunately, there are no logs here but such
as are growing in the ground.'
'Well, if you could kindly lie down on the
ground, and put your arms through the hole,
perhaps I could jump up and catch them.'
I tried this, but the prisoner could not.
reach them, though he just touched my fingers.
'Really you must excuse me,' said he, 'but
I can't quite do it. Can get no run, you
know, and never was strong on a standing
high. I am putting you to no end of trouble.'
'•Don't mention it please-glad to be of
service. We will take off the cover, and roll
in stones and things till we make a heap high
enough for you to stand on.'
Here, Billy, who had been standing by
looking mightily disappointed, and evidently
disposed to fire down the hole on general
principles, had a bright thought, and said :
'Let's take the rope and hoist him up.'
The bait was suspended over the pit by a
clothes-line, the end of which was doubled
back. When we untied the doubled part we
found that the end of the rope reached nearly
to our feet. The branch to which it was fast
was elastic, and by pulling down with our
united weight we found that it reached nearly
to the bottom of the pit. The Harvard man
twisted it round his hands, and we slowly
lifted him up just as you raise a bucket of
water with an old- fashioned well-sweep.
Steadily the head and the eyeglasses of the
Harvard man emerged.
'Very glad indeed to meet you, gentlemen/
said he, and instinctively he raised his hand
to his hat, but in doing so he of course let go
of the rope, and in consequence disappeared
like a flash. The branch- flew back when relieved of his weight, and as we were both
lifting it threw us abruptly on our backs.
However, we soon recovered ourselves and
repeated the operation.. This time, as soon
as the Harvard man's shoulders were above
ground, I let go the rope and caught him
under the arm~ and pulled him over the edge.
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'Ever so much obliged to you, gentlemen,
for relieving me from a very awkward predicament. I have been in there nearly eighteen
hours. I do not know how I can sufficiently
thank you fo, your courtesy. My friend will
-be much alarmed at my absence, and I must
reach camp as soon as possible.'
'Oh, no,' said I, you must come right
-down to our house. We will send a man
over the ridge to tell your friend, and you
<:an get freshened up. It is all the way down
hill to our place and you can make it easily.'
' You are most kind ; ' said he, I am not
very presentable, I fear, but if you will overlook appearances.'
' Oh, don't talk of appearances in this _wil-clerness. You must come and stay, too.'
Brown found on trying that he was rather
stiff from his tumble and subsequent confinement, and he was forced to walk so slowly
that it was afternoon before we reached the
old porch. Billy ran on in advance to get
things ready and to tell father, which was a
wise precaution, for father laughed for five
• minutes without intermission. I was fearful
lest he might burst out at any time. The
Harvard man said to me as we were washing,
'What a delightfully cheerful and hearty man
your father is.' It never occurred to him
,that any body could laugh at him. Next day
the Yale man came to see us. I'll tell you
..about him some day."
" I don't see that your story is about a
bear."
"It is about a potential, not an actual
bear; there might have been a bear in the
trap."
"But there wasn't."
"Oh, by no means-"
SPRING SONG.
[From the German.]

Come is the sweet May-season,
The fields with bloom are pale,
And over the soft blue heavens
The rose-winged cloudships sail.
The niihtingale's tender murmur
Fulls from the leafy height,
Amid the fragrant clover
Frolic the lambkins white.
'For me nor song nor laughter,
I lounge in a grassy spot
.And listen to far-off music,
Dreaming I know not what.

j. G.
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ORATORICALS.

On Friday, Feb. 26th, the annual oratorical contest was held at Seminary Hall. The
speakers, six in number, were chosen· from the
three upper classes by competition. These
contests form a pleasant feature in college life
and the interest that members of the college ·
take in them is evidenced by the hearty :support they give them, for it must be remembered that they are conducted solely by the
students. The contest this year was an excep_tionally fine one. The different speakers
plainly showed that they had worked to gain
the prize, and while all could not be winners
ye! th?se who did not succeed in gaining a
pnze, can console themselves with the .fact
t~at it was an honor to be beaten. Many
friends of the college were present. Dr. Smith
presided, and after a few remarks introduced
H. R. Heydecker, 86, of New York, who
took for his subject "A Warning to Our
Times."
The following is a brief outline of Mr.
Heydecker's oration, the subject of which was
"Warnings to Our Own Times":
He began by quoting the opening lines of
the "Tale of Two Cities," in which Dickens
describes the condition of France previous to
the revolution of I 789. He then applied this
description to our own times, and showed
that, if in the past certain conditions have always led to a definite result, we must conclude
that wherever such conditions exist, we must
expect like results. He then pointed out a
number of inst~nces of oppression of the
many by the few in the past, and showed the
inevitable result-a revolution and the establishment of a new social and political organization into which equaHty entered as a primary ingredient. The present condition of
our own country, he said, resembles, in a
startling degree, the condition of France just
previous to the revolution of 1789. In proof
of this he instanced a number of cases of
oppression, both before the French revolution
and also of very recent date, and thereby
showed that the treatment and condition of
. the laboring class of the present is as bad if
not worse than that of the same class during
the years just preceding the reign of terror.
In conclusion he compared our disregards of
these warnings to the apathy and abandoment
of the inhabitants of Pompeii before that awful
eruption, which entirely destroyed the city
1
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and all it contained. Turning again to our of the missionary work among the MeJanesiown times, he asked if we, like the inhabitants an Islands ; the work-now under full headof that doomed city, are going to disregard way-conducted by the guiding hand of the
the warnings which are threatening and ad- good Bishop, who has grown prematurely old
monishing us on every side, until civil war and gray on account of his arduous duties;.
overruns this our country, and that justice, and, finally, the death scene in which he falls.
which could not be obtained by legitimate a martyr to a noble cause.
means, is procured by the force of arms and
L. LeG. Benedict, '88, of New York, was.
the shedding of a nation's blood? To this the fourth speaker, he spoke on "English Inhe answered emphatically, no! and advised fluence in the Civil War." The general outthat we should accomplish by a practical line of his oration was as follows:
carrying out of the principle of Christian
The death of Gen. Robert Toombs-one
brotherhood, that which in the past- has been of the most prominent survivors of the slavebrought about by communism, revolution holding aristocracy-is emblematic of the
and anarchy.
falling away of sectional discord. We have
He was followed by W. A. Beardsley, '87, entered upon an era of reconciliation and,..
9f Connecticut, whose subject was ".tEstheti- therefore, when we look back upon our civil
cism in Modern Society." The speaker war it is gratifying to be able to deny that it
maintained that true cestheticism is a love for was a fratricidal struggle. Certain English.!
art in its highest form. While wars will ever men not only urged on the Confederacy but
perplex nations and fetter t~em with the bonds strengthened it by supplying munitions of
of political strife; while philosophers fall away war and by offering moral support. Popular
like sand, and creeds follow one another into feeling in England was not adverse to the
oblivion ; while all these internal changes Union cause, but the aristocracy was hostile-may, and inevitably will, befall a nation, yet to it, and encouraged the capitalists who conits art once established will live for ages, be- Jrolled the cotton-trade to retrieve their fastcause it is divinely immortal. Under the sinking fortunes, and, at the same time, to.
head of art he included poetry, claiming that injure the North by fitting out blockade-runa truly great master of poetical genius wields ners. The extent of the business thus carried
a powerful influence in shaping society. This on may be known by the enormous numberis the true meaning of cestheticism in society, of British vessels captured. Our civil war
but unfortunately we must take another view was for the great principle of federation-the:
of it. Dress has become the great object of principle destined to supplant the oligarchical
life, people sacrifice their individual comfort, idea. The keen instinct of an alarmed aristruckling to that arbitrary mistress, Fashion. tocracy recognized this. The full power of
A nation is judged by its great men and not their sympathies and efforts went with their·
by its bigness, and the vain-glorious craze for hearts. Can, then, the war in which oligarchy
dress will never make a nation great. It must struggled for existence with federation berely on its art, its literature and morality, if it called fratricidal? It is only when the English
would occupy a foremost place in the great constitution is Americanized that the cosniogalaxy of mighty nations.
politan nature of the victory of '65 will beNext came W. C. Stuart, '88, of Washing- disclosed.
ton, D. C., his subject being "A Noble Life."
The fifth speaker, George E. Beers, of
After a few prefatory remarks concerning no- Massachusetts, took for his subject "The·
bility and greatness as exemplified in the lives Future of the Negro in America." He beof men, and showing how these nob1e exam- gan with a brief review of the history of thepies affect people by filling them with admi- negro since the war. The Southern negr0ration, the subject proper-The life of Bishop has not made great progress intellectually,
Patteson-was introduced. The noble quali- but it is too soon to expect this. He has.
ities of the hero were brought out by the made enough to show what time will do. The
portrayal of striking events which happened blacks increase at a slower rate than the
at different times of his life. The scenes de- whites, so that there is practically no danger
scribed were, the departure of the young of a future of negro rule. The fears of this.
man from his home - forever; the beginning entertained in the last few years were shown
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to be groundless. We have every reason to
believe that education, elementary, agricultural and industrial is really all that is needed
to transform this great element of our population into a valuable people. A century
from now will show the work greatly advanced, and we will have a country where the
black will live and act by the side of his white
neighbor, "when his plough shall turn furrow
in many a well-tilled field, when the sound
of his hammer ·and the ringing of his busy
anvil shall swell the grand chorus of national
industry."
The last speaker was C. E. Deuel, '87, of
New York, whose subject was" The Age of
Shield and Lance," or "Relics of Chivalry."
He began by making a brief allusion to the
history of the Middle Ages, and to the disorganized state of society which existed after
the breaking up of the Western Empire, in
which allusion it was shown where we might
find the origin of chivalry, an aristocratic institution whose influence was manifested by
the new impulse which it gave to the manners and opinions of all the nations of Europe.
A miniature view of mediaeval chivalry was
presented by tracing the career of an individual knight, and by showing how heroism,
devotion, and courage, were the leading principles of his whole life. Chivalry was regarded a necessary state of transition from
the Roman patrician to the gentleman of
modern times. Among its leading lights
were mentioned _R ichard the Lion Hearted,
Louis IX., Edward III. and Sir Philip Sidney. After a brief account of the influence
and decline of knighthood, its results were
spoken of as seen in literature, for instance in
the writings of Spenser, Scott, Bulwer and
Tennyson, which border on the province of
romance. One of its chief legacies was described in a Modern Chivalry, as seen in the
manners and principles of the nineteenth century.
This ending the speaking the judges. Judge
N. Shipman, Col. J. L. Greene, and Samuel
L. Clemens, withdrew to make the awards.
After some time they returned, reporting
that they had given the first prize, of $20, to
Mr. Benedict, the second, of $10, to Mr.
Heydecker. The remaining part of the evening was spent in dancing.
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[From the German of Heine.]

Thou art a gentle flower.
So sweet and pure and fair ;
I gaze on thee, and sadness
Touches my heart with care.
It seems as if to bless thee
With reverent hand were meet,
Praying that God may keep thee,
So fair and pure and sweet.

7.

G.

COLLEGE AND CAMPUS.
POLO.

In our last issue it was said that polo had
been dropped. We are glad to say that it
was a mistake. While the class teams were
disorganized yet they were supplanted by a
college team under the captaincy of G. W.
Rodgers, '87. The team consists of Rodgers,
Shannon and Tibbits, '87, and Morgan, McConihe and Walker, '88. A game was played on Washington's birthday with the City
Guards, in which the latter after long and hard ..
playing won with a score of 3 to 2. The
game, though not one of any marked skill,
was closely contested, and very exciting
throughout. Another will be played soon.
GERMAN CLUB.

On the evening of Friday, the 5th, the
German Club gave the last of its series of six
germans. Mr. Heydecker, '86, led it To
make any remarks is almost useless, for the
college germans have become one of the principal, not to say most pleasant, features of
the social life of Hartford. Every member
of the club seems to take it upon himself to
do all that he can to further its interests, as
if realizing that it is- the only way that he can
show a return for the many kindnesses that
the people of Hartford bestow upon him.
The club can be congratulated upon its success for the past year and it has our earnest
hope that it will continue to thrive in the
years to come.
FRESHMEN SYMPOSIUM.

The erudite and stoic members of '89
gathered in the forum of number 44 on
Friday evening, the 5th, and symposed on
the question, "Resolved that the Harvard
elective system is better than any other." A.
Next issue of the TABLET, April 17, 1886. E. Douglass and P. H. Frye spoke for the
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affirmative; A. Millard and B. Wright for
the negative. Decision was given in favor of
the affirmative. A glorious day for Harvard,
for whatever apprehension she may have had
as to whether her system was right, may,
henceforth, be dispelled. The symposium
was followed by a convivium.
PRIZE VERSIONS.

The prize version appointments have been
published with the following results : Seniors
H. Lilienthal and G. E. Beers; Juniors,
A. Sands and F. E. Haight; Sophomores, L.
LeG. Benedict and W. F. Morgan, the latter
at his own request dropping out is succeeded
by J. W. R. Crawford. The selections this
year will be from the Latin, and must be
ready for delivery on May 20th.

o:

JUNIOR ST ANDING.

Tuesday the 2nd the Junior standing was
published. The first seven men who are
eligible to Phi Beta Kappa are, in the following order: 0. A. Sands, W. A. Beardsley,
M. K. Coster, G. C. Carter, F. B. Whitcome,
0. Applegate and C. H. Tibbits. The marks
were very creditable, the highest being 9.4,
the lowest 6, on a scale of Io.
GLEE CLUB.

The Glee Club, fine material as it is composed of, has only sung twice this winter. It
has always been the custom for it to sing at
the oratoricals, but this year that custom was
violated. What is the cause of this utter
apathy, is difficult to explain. It sang at the
City Mission Fair and was highly complimented, showing that it has good voices.
Perhaps this is not the place to criticise, but
we do wish that they would show a little
.more animation.
GYMNASIUM EXHIBITION.

TABLET.

The college preachers since last issue have
been Drs. Smith, Pynchon and Hart.
Wednesday the recitations were omitted
being Ash Wednesday.
'
A committee has been appointed to solicit
subscriptions among the students for the new
gymnasium.
The Whately debating club has at last had
a debate.
Prof. McCook who has been quit,: ill is
again able to meet his classes.
Comfort, '89, is practicing for catcher on
the nine.
Rodgers, '87, has been elected manager of
the nine for the coming season.
The Bishop has resumed his lectures with
the Seniors and Juniors.
Th_e fund for the gymnasium is slowly increasing.· Let every graduate and non-graduate do his ~tmost to swell the sum.
W. C. Dole is making up a class to take
lessons in boxing. He is a competent teacher, and we advise all that possibly ·can avail
themselves of his instructions to do so. He
will be here about the I 9th.
The nine has had a challenge from Columbia for a game to be played sometime in
May.
Dr. Hudson, of this city has presented the
library with two valuable volumes upon The
Fisheries and Fishery _Industries of the U. S.
TO ·ENCOURAGE THE CHAPERONE.
She was once a charming belle,
Many hearts she broke. Ah, well,
The years have fled since that eventful time .
Still the " Germans" just the same,
Graced by face and •• toned " by name,
Discover her a matron in her prime.

The annual gymnasium exhibition will take
iplace on the I 9th of this month. Many men
.are training for the different contests and
COMMUNICATION.
•everything points to a successful exhibition.
[Communicatio111
upon current topics are invited for this
The event of the evening will be the tug of
column. It ia expected that they shall be written in a
war between teams chosen from the Sopho- courteous tone. The writer's full name, as well as his no,,.
more and Freshman classes. The men from d1 plu,,11, must accompany the article. The editors do not
the Sophomores are Putnam, captain, Craw- necessarily approve the opinions expressed.]
.ford, Johnson and Walker; from the Freshmen, Comfort, captain, FitzGerald, Kramer To the Editors of the Tablet:
DEAR SIRS :-Although I do not wish to
and McLemore.
be classed with that portion of the human
GENERAL NOTES.
race who generally are known as " grumqlers,"
still I would like, through your columns, to
Themes due March I 5th.

THE TRINITY TABLET.
voice a sentiment which, if I am not mistaken,
has existed among a large majority of the
students for some time past. Ducing the
stormy weather (especially in the winter) we
have occasionally-nay, oftentimes experienced the inconvenience of having to go out
of our sections and go down the college walk
at every meal time. Now this would not
seem at all inconsistent or troublesome, if a
much easier and more convenient mode of
reaching the dining room did not exist. But
it does exist. There is a passageway running
the entire length of Jarvis Hall which could
be and has been occasionally utilized for this
purpose. Of late, however, the doors leading
into this passage from the basements of the
several sections, have been locked or nailed
up, so that all exit through them is positively
stopped. Now why is this? Certainly no
harm can be done by the students in going
through this passage, to and from their meals.
There is nothing there to harm. It might be
urged that the students in pressing through
the kitchen created a disturbance and therefore had no right to enter the dining room by
that door. This would manifestly be an absurdity, as the passageway through the last
section of Jarvis Hall and so down through
the kitchen is always open and is largely
patronized. The fact is, that it is impossible
to conceive what good reason there is for
debarring us this privilege. We live in an age
of progresi, we believe that every man should
be accorded his own right. We do not however presume to claim that this privilege
should be allowed us as our right, but simply
as a matter of courtesy and convenience. As
we think of it, the old image of the dog in
the manger rises almost instinctively in our
mind. If the passage is opened it will afford
an immense amount- of comfort and convenience to the college at large. If kept
shut it not only remains perfectly useless in
itself, but is unable to benefit a 'single student
in the college. Hoping that erelong some
favorable action will be taken in this matter.
I remain sincerely yours,
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of class-day reception. While such a custom
may be in vogue in various colleges that is no
reason why we should follow their footsteps.
Let us desire to be unique and not think that
the conventional customs of other colleges
must rule our actions. Now as to the point
of lightening expenses by " spreading them
over two years," I do not think the average
student would prefer to pay his portion of
class-day expenses at the end of the junior
year rather than at the end of senior year
because he knows in the first case that there
is another year in which class and college
subscriptions will be made, whereas in the
latter case he knows that by one vigorous
effort he will be entirely free from such subscription, and will more willingly, not to say
joyfully, make the effort, this may seem a
very minor point but I am sure there is more
in it than at first sight appears. As to the .
courtesy due to the seniors a junior is supposed to have rendered enough of that while
a freshman. But the strongest objection is
this, the classes vary very much in number
and tastes - and the means to gratify those
tastes. I am speaking of the class as a whole,
and oftentimes a class large in numbers and
wealthy, will be obliged to put up with a
reception which does not accord with their
tastes. I believe every class ought to run its
own affairs at graduation and if their friends
who are present are not satisfied, no other
class can be blamed for it and it is at the
students' graduation that the majority of his
friends are present, at which time he wants
everything to his own liking.

X.
QUATRAIN A MARIE.
I strove one day the loveliest Bowers to find,
That I might weave a garland for Marie,
But strove in V!lin the haughty rose to bind,
Where sweeter violet might worthier be.

7,

G.

PERSONALS.

JONES, '54. The address of Dewitt C. Jones,
is 70 Williams Street, N. Y.
BENTON, '56. The Rev. Prof. A. A. Benton,
is a contributor to the current number of the
To the Editors of the Tablet: ·
Church Magazine.
I noticed in your last issue an editorial
WEBSTER, '61. Major Vy. H. Webster, of
relating to the advisability of introducing a the Pension Office at Washington, is one of
junior promenade which is to take the place the editors of an exhaustive Digest of Pension
.IEQUITAS.
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Laws and Decisions, published by order of the
Government.
DAVIS, '65. The Trustees of the Mutual Life
Insurance Co., of New York, have placed the
Law Department of the Corporation under the
control of Mr. W. G. Davis.
BROCKU:snv,· '69. Mr. W. C. Brocklesby is
the architect of the New Scientific Building now
in process of erection at Smith College, Northampton, Mass.
LUTHER, '70. The Rev. Prof. Luther, delivered an address at Williston Academy, on
Wednesday, March 3d.
·
The address of Robert F. Bixby, is 32 Nassau
Street, N. Y. That of Wm. R. More, is 38 W.
9th $_treet, N. Y.
STODDARD, ,71. The Rev. James Stoddard,
has accepted the rectorship of St. Mark's
Church, New Britain, Conn.
WILLIAMS, '71. The Rev. C. C. Williams,
has declined the Bishopric of Easton.
TAYLOR, '73. The Rev. E. B. Taylor, has
accepted the Rectorship of St. Paul's Church,
Vergennes, Vt.
McLeAN, '75. Thomas McLean has established a new firm under the firm name of Thomas
McLean & Co., for the purpose of carrying on
the business of warehousing. His address is 16
Exchange Place, New York.
CHAPIN, '78. The address of W. V. Chapin,
is 38 Wall Street, N. Y.
ELBERT, '79. The address of W. N. Elbert,
is 315 S. 22d Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
MILLER, '80. The address of H. Miller, is
29 Wall Street, N. Y. That of C. G. Williams,
is Mills' Building, N. Y. City.
GRINT, '81. Married at Grace Church, West
Farnis, New York, on Tuesday, Feb. -16, 1886,
by the Right Rev. H. C. Potter, D. D., LL. D.,
Bishop of New York, Martha Jane Sampson,
daughter of the late Lieut. Alfred Moore Sampson, U.S. A., of Brooklyn, N. Y., to the Rev.
Alfred Poole Grint, Assistant Minister of St.
Mary's Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.

than any other college paper. We hope the
Princetonian will be able to stand up under
the terrible avalanche of contempt and sarcasm
which has fallen upon it from the Artus.
The Troy Polytecltnic has advanced greatly
considering that this is only its second year.
The articles upon scientific subjects are of far
more interest than the average story published in the college paper.
The Williams Fortnight seems to have
more verse than it knows what to do with.
The appearance of the paper could be improved if the poems were so arranged that
two do not come together. We do not mean
to criticize the ability of the board, but only
the arrangement of the matter. The tone of
the Fortnig kt is far above the majority of the
bi-weeklies.
The Tu/Ionian's cover does not arouse any
expectations which the inside fails to gratify.
That the Exchange department is conducted in an interesting manner for its
readers is ·evident. Instead of criticising
other college papers the editor of the department quotes at some length from editorials in
leading college papers. The want of verse
to relieve the large dose of story should be
remedied.
The Amherst Studmt is as well arranged
as any paper among our exchanges.
It is devoted entirely to topics of local interest. Those columns headed "College
World," "Here and There," "College Notes,"
and in some papers of great dignity " Chestnuts," are often of more interest to tho
student than things that have happened in
college, every fact concerning them being
known long before its appearence in the
college paper. This is the only way students
can get any idea of what is going on outside
their own college.

EXCHANGES.

The Princetonian is the leading college
daily beyond a doubt. A careful reader can
not help noticing the marked ability of its
articles, which have been appearing in the
recent numbers. Especially the papers upon
university life on the other side. That publishers appreciate the value of its criticism
can be seen by a glance at the department
of "Literary Criticism." We venture to say
more books are reviewed by the Princetonian

DEINE AUGEN.
Thus have I gazed at times upon the sea,
When all its waves seemed melted in a blue.
So bright, so calm, that soundless seemed to be
The liquid depths of that sun-radiant hue.
Thus have I gazed, and yet thy tender eyes
Seem fairer, sweeter than the lustrous sea,
Seem clearer, lovelier than the southern skies
Or shining sapphire's deep transparency.
:,. G.
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COLLEGE WORLD.
YALE.

The Sophomore crew pulled on the harbor,
Friday, the I 2th, for the first time thi~ year.
A ball game has been arranged with the
New York Metropolitans, to be played in
New York in April; also one with the Jersey
City team has been arranged.
For this year'.s Intercollegiate, Yale has still
in College three men who won first prizes
last year; and Harvard three first, and four
second prize men, in addition to her tug-ofwar team.
Terry, '85, has been offered the position of
2d base on the Metropolitan nine.
Bremner of Yale led the base-running in
the College Association last year, making
eighteen runs from eight base hits.
The Yale College library is especially rich
in books pertaining to American history.
Mr. E. R. Johnes, Yale, '73, o( New York,
has offered to pay. the architect's charges for
designs and supervision of the new Yale
Gymnasium. As the Architect's charge is 5
per cent. of the building cost, this gift can be
estimated at $5,000.
HARVARD.

Bemis, '87, broke the Inter-Collegiate
record for the fwo-mile walk last week by
twenty-six; seconds.
The nine practiced on Holmes' Field on
Feb. 12th, this being the earliest appearance
in the field ever made by any Harvard nine.
Under the auspices of the Historical Society, Harvard students are to be favored with
a series of lectures on war topics, all of the
speakers being Southern officers.
A novel athletic exhibition will be given
at Harvard for the benefit of the University
Boat Club. Each association in training at
the "Gym." will show its system of Winter
training, and various individual exhibitions
will also be given.
Chamberlain, '86, broke the Harvard record
for putting the shot one day last week in
practise. His put was 38 ft. 8 in. The
record is 3 8 ft. I in.
The annex has sixty-five students.
Smith, '86, and Henshaw, '89, will constitute the change battery this year. . Henshaw
will also probably play third base.
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The Girard College buildings are the finest
illustrations of Greek architecture to be found.
Thomas- A. Edison, the inventor, has presented Cornell University with a complete
electric light plant.
The average salary of a college Professor,
in the United States, is $I, 530.-Ex.
Egypt has a college that was nine hundred
years old when Oxford was founded, and in
which ten thousand students are now being
educated, who will some day go forth as missionaries to spread the Moslem faith.-Ex.
President Holden, of the Californin State
University, receives a salary of $$,000$5,000 as President, and $3,000 as Director
of the Lick Observatory. This is larger by
several thousand than the salary of any other
college president in America.
Princeton has a good show for three first
prizes this year in the Mott Haven gamesmile walk, pole vault, and bicycle race.Princetonian.
·
Mutrie gets $100 a month for training the
Columbia college nine. They exercise in the
Manhattan Rink.
Out of 4,000 graduates last year from the
different colleges of the United States, 500
became lawyers, 400 doctors, 995 ministers,
100 merchants, 2,000 base ball players, and 5
horse thieves. The_ latter were graduates
from Kentucky colleges.
Dr. C. R. Gregory, of Leipsic, has finally
accepted a repeated call to Johns Hopkins
University, but will not come to this country
until October of next year.
A meeting of the New York State Intercollegiate Ball League was held recently and
Cornell formally awarded the championship
for the past season. The University of
Rochester was expelled, and the Troy Polytechnic admitted to membership.
The cost of the preparations for the Greek
play at the University of Pennsylvania, it is
estimated, will amount to about $3,000.
The all important subject for discussion at
Princeton at present and for some time past,
seems to be the college cheer. The point
seems to be so to cheer as to make the sound
last longer than the far-famed "three times
three," which prevails at Harvard, or the
equally time-honored "nine 'rahs," which are
in vogue at Yale.-Ex.
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Out of every 100 Freshmen entered, 7 5
~rad ua te at Yale and 74 at Harvard.
The Sophomores at Boston· University recently gave a !linner to the Freshmen.
Edwards, second base and captain of last
year's Princeton team, and Cooper, short-stop
of the same team, who had the best record
at short last year, will play with this year's
Columbia nine.-News.
BOOK REVIEW$.

A Mortal Antipathy. The First Opening
of the New Portfolio, by Oliver Wendell
Holmes. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
Upon the charm and beauty of style of Dr.
Holmes we need not dwell. It is after an
interval of twenty years the author begins the
"New,'.' a continuation of the " Old" Portfolio, with an introduction which has all the
humor and wit of his earliest work. The
plot of the novel is, that a young man, refined and wealthy, lives apart from all fair
women because in his infancy a cousin had
tossed him in the air when he fell over the
balcony, and from that time he had a great
antipathy for women. This is at last overcome, when he is rescued from a burning
house by a beautiful woman. The story ends
in their marriage, which is sweetly and simply
told in Dr. Holmes' best style.
The Origin of a Republican Form of. Govcrnment in the U. S. of America, by 0. S.
Straus.
New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons,
1886.
The author of this work shows the reasons
why the thirteen American Colonies, when
they severed their connection from Great
Britain, adopted a Republican form of government. The author claims this was due to
the literal spirit with which the settlers of
New England read the Old Testament, and
that the New England confederacy was nearly the same form of government as that given
the twelve tribes by Moses. The important
work the clergy did in forming the political
ideas of the colonists, by their elective sermons, is pointed out. This book shows, on
the part of the author, a thorough understanding of his subject, which makes it worthy
of careful reading and study. The style of
binding and printing is that which characterizes all of Putnam's books.

Victor Hugo, by A. C. Swinburne. New
York: Worthingt~n & Co., 1886.
A critical review of the works of the great
Frenchman, and the influence they have had
on the world at large. Swinburne, an admirer and discip~e of the great poet, enjoyed
a close personal friendship with Victor Hugo,
whose influence can be traced in all the works
of this pupil. Swinburne states that Hugo
was a dramatist, novelist, historian, philosopher, and patriot, but above all, a poet, and
as such this book deals with him and examines his literary achievements. The author
gives an admirable tribute to Hugo as a
dramatist. The admirers of Victor Hugo will
find much in this work of deep thought
clothed in the refined language of the celebrated English critic. Th~ only objection
that can be found with the book is that the
author's personal friendship sometimes carried
him too far.
Conversation; Its Faults and Its Graces.
Compiled by Andrew P. Peabody, D. D.,
late professor of Harvard. Boston: Lee &
Shepard.
The compiler has brought together, in this
little volume, some of the principles which
should govern conversation and pointed out
some of the most common vulgarisms of the
spoken English of to-day. This volume is
well worth reading and a place close at hand
where it can be referred to often.
The Centtlry for March contains a portrait
and sketch of the life of Castelar. Dr. Gladden's paper upon Socialism is a very forcible
and able production. John Bodewin's Testimony r~aches its climax in this number,
which also contains Howell's second installment of A Minister's Charge. Shiloh Reviewed, by General Bllell, is another of the
celebrated war papers. The illustrations in
this number are wonderfully good, from an
an artistic standpoint.
Outing is now the leading magazine of
recreation. The March number contains an
interesting story-Ranch-Life and Game,
Shooting in the West, by Theodore Roosevelt, also, "How We Ran the Blockade," by
Captain Coffin. The sixth paper, "Around
the World on a Bicycle," is one of the best.
The articles on " Lacrosse in the United
States," and "Bermuda Yachts and Dinghies,"
are of great interest to lovers of those sports.

